
STAR TRADER'S 
 LUCK

STAR TRADER'S LUCK – BOUNTY HUNTERS & PIRATES EXPANSION 
(ALPHA)

This expansion introduces a few new concepts to the game, mainly: Pirates that may 
attack players, independent traders that can be attacked  and may change the goods 
on a planet and combat between players.

PLAYER RATINGS AND EQUIPMENT:

Players now may own missiles and shields. These can be kept track of on the score sheet 
or generic markers may be used. Shields can be bought at any big (5 dice) planet as 
part of a buy action. Missiles can be bought at any small (3 dice) planet as part of a 
buy action. Both are one use items only. Both cost 2 credits.

Players need to keep track of two stats: Piracy Rating and Bounty Hunter Rating. Again, 
this can be easily noted on the score sheet or kept track of using some sort of markers.

Each time a player attacks a non-pirate ship (independent or from another player) 
they'll gain one Piracy point and lose one Bounty Hunter point if they have any. Each 
time a player defeats a pirate ship (independent or from another player) they'll gain 
one Bounty Hunter point and lose one Piracy point if they have any.

Piracy points determine how bad the punishment for a player will be when caught by 
the police (or defeated by another player). They also determine the reward for the 
player that defeated them If that's the case. Bounty Hunter points will determine the  
reward awarded to a player destroying an independent pirate.

NEW DICE

Three new dice are added to the game (depicted in printable form below). Each dice 
has a side with a pirate, 2 sides with a trader ship and 3 blank sides.

The roll procedure changes like this: The current player rolls the necessary planet dice 
plus the police and the new 3 dice. After rolling the player must keep at least one die 
before re-rolling the rest. Every die may be re-rolled with a few exceptions: If a pirate is 
rolled on a small planet, that die must be kept and if a trader is rolled on a big planet, 
that die must be kept.



The player may keep re-rolling, keeping at least one die each re-roll, until they wish to 
stop or there are no more dice that can be re-rolled.

NEW PHASE: COMBAT

After de roll is finished, and before starting to trade on the planet, take these steps:

- Independent pirate attacks:

If the police is not present, each independent pirate ship will attack in order. Pirates will 
attack the player as long as they have cargo. If the player has a shield, they may spend 
it to ward of the attack. Else, they lose all their cargo.

If the player doesn't have cargo (for whatever reason)  then the pirate will destroy one 
independent trader (if present). Else, the pirate won't attack.

- Current player attacks (optional):

The current player may now attack one local ship if they wish by spending one missile.

If the player attacks a pirate, they'll gain 5c plus 1c per Bounty Hunter point they have. 
Then they'll gain one Bounty Hunter point and lose one Piracy point if they have any.

If the player attacks a trader, they'll gain all the goods of one type from those available 
on the planet. If they have cargo, these goods must be of the same type, else they can 
be of any type. Re-roll the corresponding dice from the planet. The player also gains 
one Piracy point and loses one Bounty Hunter point.

Note that players may not attack a trader if there's police present on the planet.

- Player vs. Player Combat (optional):

In order of least spent time, other players may decide to travel to the current player's 
planet in order to attack them. This trip takes as many days as it would normally take to 
travel to a planet of the same size plus one (so if the current player is on a big planet, it 
would take 4 days). Note that the total time spent for the attacking player after  
travelling to the planet must not exceed the total time spent by the current player 
(including his own trip to the planet this turn). Note that only one other player may  
attack the current player.

If the attack is possible, then after noting down the time spent, both players decide how 
many shields and missiles they want to commit to the combat in secret (write down on a 
note of paper or just hide the necessary tokens in their hands). When both are ready, 
they reveal the information and combat is solved.



Both players are acting as defenders and attackers, but the attacking player is 
considered to attack first. Then if the defender is not defeated, he gets a chance to  
attack.

The number of shields from the defending player is subtracted from the total number of 
missiles the attacker committed. If this number is greater than 0, then the attack is  
successful.

A successful attack versus a non-pirate player (one that has zero piracy points) ends up 
with the the attacking player being able to take any cargo from the defeated player 
(note that as players can only carry one type of cargo, If the cargo is from a different  
type than what they own, they must choose between keeping their own cargo or taking 
the new one). The attacker then gains one piracy point and loses one Bounty Hunter 
point if they have any.

A successful attack versus a pirate player ends up with the detention of the pirate 
player. They lose 2 days per piracy point owned and all their cargo. The attacking 
player gains one Bounty Hunter point and loses one Piracy point if they have any. They 
also gain 5c per each piracy point the defeat player has.

A player may choose to engage in piracy versus the defeated pirate. In that case, they 
might take the cargo from the defeated player (as per the rules for attack versus a non 
pirate player) but instead of losing one piracy point, they gain one. Note that they do 
gain the bounty money too.

After the attack all committed missiles and shields are lost.

INDEPENDENT TRADING

After all combat is resolved, any surviving independent traders will trade with the 
planet.For each trader,the current player chooses one type of good from the planet and 
re-rolls all the dice of that type. Remove the trades after that.

REGULAR TRADING

Now the regular trading can take place (see main rules of the game). The only addition 
here is the possibility of buying shields on big planets and missiles on small planets. 
Note that this is done as part of the buying action and only costs one day in which the  
player might buy goods and/or missiles/shields. Both cost 2c.

When trading illegal goods, if a pirate player is caught selling illegal goods, they get 
the same penalty as when they're defeated in combat: 2 days per piracy point. They 
also lose all their cargo.

Also, a pirate player may not land and trade on a planet where the police is present.



ILLEGAL SELLS

When you sell cargo that you stole, the “buying price” used to calculate the illegal sell 
price (which is 2 times the buying price) is different depending on who you stole it from: 
If you stole it from another player, then it's whatever they payed (take a note when 
stealing it). If it's from an independent merchant, the “buying price” is what each unit  
would have cost on the planet before re-rolling those dice. So if the planet has Food, 
Robots, Robots, Luxury and you decide the merchant has Robots, you take 2 (as long as 
your total cargo doesn't exceed 5 units) and note a buying price of 9 credits.



NEW DICE:
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